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Honeywell quietset tower fan turns on by itself

The Honeywell QuietSet full room tower fan has two features a lot of other tower fans do not have which distinguishes it from its competitors although we below we will go to whether these features are useful or not. The fan has a low price and if you get the unit does not give you any issues you will probably end up with
a decent fan for the price. But the fall of having a cheap fan is a quality that will not be of the highest caliber. If you buy this one from Amazon then it is very important to note that there are two models for sale and hy-280 is a black one. That's what covers this review. Many buyers have ended up with a different fan they
wanted when they bought this order so it is something worth noting. It is also worth noting that Honeywell does not make their own fans but a company called Kaz actually manufactures fans of Honeywell. Though it is not uncommon that it is as interesting as some consumers had to deal with Kaz themselves rather than
Honeywell. Assembly when your Honeywell QuietSet fan arrives you will have about 10-15 minute base base building setup. Luckily you won't need any tools. You will pay to read the instructions while making the rule even while it is not difficult to prepare, it does not justify reading the instructions first. The tower fan
comes with 5 parts and with screws. You will need to lock the fan to the base of the alt. This is where the tower fan will get its height from. Putting the base together is very simple but you will need to get the right order for the assembly. To do this you can pass the rope through the middle of the first two layers pieces and
then you can tie the bounce. After that, you will screw the base into the base unit. You can then add the base sides of the unit and connect it with supplied screws. There is a small hole of the wire to feed up on the base until the unit does not rest on the rope. Everything in each process is very simple and will only take a
bit of time to put together. Parts of the base are plastic and they don't have the strongest feel for them. Quickly this is one of the things that separates Honeywell QuietSet tower fan room full of the bulk of other tower fans. Most others come with only 3 air speed to choose from but Honeywell QuietSet comes with 8. As far
as wind speed on the go tower fans this is close to the top of the line with only the DYSON AM07 having more speeds with 10. The fact that there are a lot of great options for a number of reasons. It will obviously give you more options when it comes to airflow, but it also gives you more options at night if you are trying
to sleep when it comes to noise. It can be difficult to find a balance between airflow and noise on nights when you are trying to sleep until having more than 3 options helps dramatically. 8 speeds you'll choose from: sleep, whisper, calm, white noise, relax, refresh, cool, cool. One With an 8-speed on this fan is that in
order to reach the desired setting you have to cycle through all other settings to get there. So that can mean a lot of pushing a button! One thing a number of customers complained about was the brightness of the control panel at night. This is not uncommon for this tower fan, however. This makes things difficult to sleep
at night when the room light lights up. People are forced to put things on the top of the lights to dim the lighting. Airflow this fan is advertised as 110 CFM. This rope management fan has a wii fad on the back of the fan to enable you to better control any length of excess cord you may have if the fan is close to the power
outlet. The heat having heat function is what determines honeywell HY-280 apart from almost all the competition. There are not many tower fans that have this function. It is believed that due to tower fans do not necessarily cool your room that may be offered useless heat. For the most part this type of loops is true but at
least you have something in your room to give you the temperature. Effectively on the fan, you can set the temperature that you want to keep your room in. Before being able to set, the fan will display the current room temperature for 3 seconds and then you will be able to enter the required temperature. The fan will
move between the fan speed settings in order to reach the desired temperature and once it has it it will turn off itself. The temperature should rise above the specified temperature, then the fan turns itself back and returns to action. If you have set the timer then this will exceed any heat settings. Unfortunately, if you want
to keep your heat settings you will have to leave the fan on as it is turned off once all your settings are removed and set to default. Timer timing on Honeywell's full room tower fan is fairly standard timing compared to other tower fans. It has 4 settings to choose from. 1, 2, 4, 8 hours are the options that you have to turn
off the fan automatically. It has 6 buttons on the fan that you can control 4 functions: power, oscillation, heat, and wind speed. What is not ideal is when temperature control there is no feature on the remote control to know the current value, so you will need to be able to see the display panel on the unit to see what input
you have. This applies to wind speed setup too. You will either need to see the show or just cycle through and do things by air. Like most fans of the QuietSet Tower has a Wii storage facility at the back of the fan. Unfortunately, the remote does not have a timer feature, so you can only control the timer from the base.
Cleaning like most other tower fans cleaning instructions recommended by Honeywell is to use a soft cloth only to gently clear the outer surfaces of the clean fan. To get between grills Fan blade area, it is recommended to use pipe cleaner, flexible dust stick, vacuum cleaner, or compressed air to remove any
accumulation of dust. There is no removable grate so you can't get right in between the interior to clean any dust. The safety valve and seat components of this fan features a fused safety dam that is designed to cut off the electric current of the fan if an electrical failure occurs. If an error occurs, you may be asked to
replace the valves for the fan to work again. As well as the safety of the ingredients it uses polarized components for greater safety. This fan is not an energy star rated. The warranty comes honeywell QuietSet Tower fan with a limited warranty for one year. This is the same coverage most tower fans get but other
companies have more. The Syson Am07 has a 3-year warranty and Fornado Tower fans have so far the most coverage with 5 years. The construction of this fan is cheap and unfortunately, it seems to show through with the quality of the building of this fan. The material has a cheap plastic feel and many of the consumer
complaints we reviewed complained about the poor workmanship of elements of the fan. Things developing noise, breaking, going haywire, oscillation and noise problems. While this doesn't clearly happen to every fan I think you'll expect such a low price that construction and materials may not be of the highest caliber.
Physical specs 10.6 at 26.92 83.57 21.84 Pros ✅ 8 Wind Speed ✅ Heat ✅ good features for the price cons ❌ Dash light is very bright ❌ no remote timer control ❌ low quality construction price Honeywell QuietSet Tower Fan is one of the cheapest tower fan options there and matches lasco 2551 wind platinum tower fan
curve. Consumer reviews with about 72% of positive reviews on Amazon, there are very reasonable among happy buyers of this fan. Most of the criticism of this fan, like many other cheap tower fans, came in regard to mechanical issues as mentioned above. Other slight negroes of the light consumers were bright on the
top of the fan. The absence of the timer from the remote base is somewhat temporary. The extra speeds were a big positive with an extra option at wind speeds that really sat well with buyers. One conclusion wonders whether more time could have been spent on the quality of construction and materials rather than
additional features. In fact, if we only look at features that have a little more than a medium fan. Compare Honeywell's QuietSet to its competing brand, and The Lasco Platinum Wind Curve certainly has more mod disadvantages. I don't have much heat and 8 speeds much more than the average three that most tower
fans. But not unlike most other cheap tower fans most complaints seem to be from malfunctions or issues related to cheap materials or construction. Are the extra features worth buying this fan on another? Heat is a fairly negligible feature, speeds 8 Great but pain to cycle through. Not a bad fan but for the same price
probably worth going for a simpler Lasco 2551. 2551.
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